
Annotated Project Models from BIE  
BIE dissects project elements to see what makes high quality project-based learning 

Project Cards from UnBoxed 
UnBoxed, a journal of adult learning in schools, has a series of project cards that show examples of 
K-12 projects. 

Backwards Project Planner from HTH 
HTH uses this backwards project planner to integrate core learning in meaningful projects. 

Critique and Revision Video from EL Education 
Rob Berger shares a critique lesson based on a first-grader’s butterfly drawing.  

Elementary Exhibition Preparation 
Student reflection about their products and processes is key to exhibition.  Here is one example of a 
student reflection guide to help students prepare for exhibition. 

Student Support Toolkit 
Want to know how to support your English Learners?  How about students who weren’t able to create 
a product?  SYL provides some ideas for supporting students through exhibition. 

Exhibition Timeline  
This sample timeline shows how you can plan ahead for a student-centered exhibition. 

Group Exhibition Planning Documents 
Students can work in groups to plan and prepare and exhibtion.  Here’s an elementary example of 
scaffolding this work with student groups.  

Group Work Self-Reflection Rubric from HTHGSE 
Students working in groups can lead to essential learning. HTH Graduate School of Education has a 
tool for helping students reflect on their group work.  

Curation Inspiration for Exhibition 

Want more resources and a chance to connect with a community of practitioners? 
Visit www.shareyourlearning.org and commit to share your students’ learning! 

Join the movement to help 5 million students publicly share their learning each 
year by June 2019. Be one of 300,000 teachers committed and connected across 

the nation to transform schools into centers of engagement and hope. 

Exhibition Logistics  
Project models, timelines and planners, student handouts, parent forms,  

and other resources to support your exhibition 



In this presentation, a HTH middle school teacher provides some useful tips and tricks for curating an 
exhibition. 

Project Handout for Families 
This type of project handout can be given out to families before the start of a project, and/or at 
exhibition. 

Exhibition Handout for Families 
This exhibition handout orients families to the exhibition, and allows them to come up with related 
questions to ask students. 

Audience Prep and Feedback 
This simple handout, featuring questions for audiences to ask students, and a comment card to leave 
feedback, allows guests to understand their role at exhibition. 

Exhibition Poster 
Posters and flyers to advertise the exhibition should be given to the intended audience ahead of time, 
so parents and community members can schedule for this important event. 

Exhibition Set-Up and Take-Down Checklist  
Checklsts (for both teachers and students) can provide direction during the chaos of set up and take 
down for exhibition. 

Exit Card Post Exhibition 
Want to know if SYL works?  Ask your students to fill out this post-exhibition reflection and gather your 
own data about their growth as communicators, collaborators, and contributors.  Simply make a copy 
and use for yourself!    

Want more resources and a chance to connect with a community of practitioners? 
Visit www.shareyourlearning.org and commit to share your students’ learning! 


